Unit 9 Revision

1 Circle the correct option. A dash (–) means ‘no article’.
1 Joanna is a / an / the importer of fair-trade goods.
2 Is this perhaps a / the / your phone bill which you were looking for?
3 What a / – / the lovely jewellery they sell on this site! Come and have a look!
4 We are sorry, but our site is currently experiencing all / – / the technical problems.
5 Thankfully we have their / an / our own house and don’t pay a / – / the rent.
6 With all / each / our purchase, a / – / the customers will receive the / all / a free voucher.
7 We carefully studied each / – / all the bank statements of every / our / the last few months.

2 Complete the text about PayPal with these words. If no word is needed, use a dash (–).

One of the most popular payment options on internet today, PayPal is an e-commerce business used in 190 countries and regions worldwide.

Reason for popularity seems straightforward. Sending money online through PayPal is both very quick and very secure. All you do is log onto the site and create your own account, and then off you go to make your purchases! What is more, piece of personal information is kept confidential. No wonder PayPal is used by virtually shopping websites.

3 Underline the mistake in each sentence and then correct it.
1 The internet banking is here to stay. Internet banking
2 Kelly has gone shopping in the New York. I bet she’ll spend all her money!
3 Is that the trekking guide from Himalayas that you were talking about?
4 The all bank was filled with customers.
5 Is it true that the price of the petrol has gone up again?
6 I had no idea you spoke the Spanish so fluently!
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4 Rewrite the sentences in the passive form. Use by + agent where appropriate.

1 People will respect your honesty as a salesperson.

Your honesty as a salesperson will be respected.

2 The bank clerk is providing all the necessary information regarding a loan.

3 We will safeguard your personal details at all costs.

4 People didn’t use such a convenient monetary system in the past.

5 Was he distributing those goods directly to the customer?

6 Our experienced estate agents can sell your home at the best possible price.

5 Choose the correct option (a, b or c) to complete the sentences.

1 The money __________ to be transferred until tomorrow.
   a isn’t expecting    b isn’t expected    c hasn’t been expected

2 Our products __________ at discount prices.
   a be sold    b are sold    c are selling

3 John was chosen as Salesman of the Year __________ the manager of his firm.
   a from    b by    c as

4 Has my bank statement __________ yet?
   a being photocopied    b photocopied    c been photocopied

5 Those bills __________ today. We don’t have the money yet.
   a can’t be paid    b can’t being paid    c can’t pay

6 The books you ordered __________ within a week.
   a are shipping    b are been shipped    c are being shipped